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EDITORIAL:- The Editor’s thoughts by LP
Dear Members I hope you are all fine and safe from covid-19 as it has been a trying time for all of
us. I’m most grateful that this newsletter is safe from “covid-19” but not from me unfortunately,
this is the second time that I’m putting together this issue. I had almost completed the newsletter the
other day and had to make a few minor tweak’s, when suddenly without warning as I back clicked
to adjust a sentence back to the previous page, “suddenly” nothing not a dickey bird! Nothing! I just
sat there in horror staring at the blank newsletter screen, I had just managed to delete the contents of
the newsletter file. Even George could not rescue me this time, it’s the one and only time this has
ever happened to me. I normally save as I go along, but nothing, I was shocked as I had not written
down my usual things that I’m going to say, what a farce. Well now I’ve got over the shock and
pulled myself together and I’m just hoping that this is a onetime disaster I pray and “Now” for my
next trick. We have lots of very good articles for you to read and as a very special thanks to all those
members who answered my call for help and supplied me with copious articles so that you can
enjoy this newsletter.

Chairman’s Musings
Well here we go again 3rd lockdown and no clearer about when or how we can get back together
again but time will tell. I don’t know how many of you have lost family or friends to this virus but
my thoughts go with you. Unfortunately Lin has lost an elderly aunt but otherwise we have been
fortunate that no one else has suffered. I hope that as the vaccine rollout takes effect we will be
allowed to mix once again. I don’t know how the school and community centre will be affected but
maybe we can involve ourselves with shows. It would be nice to be able to get out and about and to
discuss our craft with the general public once more.
I will continue to push out the occasional email keeping you informed and hopefully encouraging
you to communicate back. I would also suggest that you look at our website from time to time to see
what is happening. John is doing a masterful job keeping it up to date, many thanks John. Other
thanks go to Lin who edits and distributes the newsletter. If you have anything that you think may
be of interest to other members then contact her and discuss it.
In the meantime keep yourselves safe, your chisels sharp and the enthusiasm for the craft strong.

REPORT FROM COMMITTEE MEETING
The Chairman and Committee regret not being able to hold Carve-Ins, etc. for obvious reasons. Now
that a vaccine has been developed and people are being vaccinated we may soon be able to get back
together again; we all miss meeting up.
Due to the coronavirus the Committee Meeting scheduled for 21st January was cancelled. An AGM
was not formally held in 2020 but reports by the Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer were prepared
and circulated to all Members. The Committee agreed to remain on. One item that was raised for
comment by email was the need for an AGM in May this year. As we had not met since March 2020
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there is very little to report. The Committee have therefore suggested that an AGM is NOT held.
However a brief report would be prepared. The Bill Pinney competition is normally held at the
AGM; it is proposed to hold this at a Carve-In in May 2021.
The Committee request the views from Members on NOT holding the AGM. Would you please
send your views to the Secretary.

PROGRAMME
Enclosed with this Newsletter is a provisional programme for 2021. Due to Covid-19 the programme
is very fluid. It’s been assumed that Carve-Ins will commence after Easter but this will be subject to
PGS allowing bookings by third parties. No Socials have been arranged although provisional dates
(similar to 2019) have been included. We have some dates for possible demonstrations at
Sustainability Centre, W&D, Milland and South Downs Shows. Even if these events take place there
may still be restrictions. We will keep you informed of any changes via email, web site and
Newsletter.

Now, just to get us started!
By the way Jean Cripps sent me this email the other day it started
“Hi Lin, this may give people a laugh, it made Brian and myself laugh. Brian was called to Booklane
Surgery to have his jab. So I said I would take him in case there was any reaction. It was very well
organised with 3 men outside asking who was to have the jab. When Brian said it was only him, the
guy looked across at me and said due to so little parking, could I drop my Father off and come back
for him in 30 mins. We’re glad to see you saw the funny side of it!”

You will find in this newsletter, lots of different wood related articles courtesy of
our members.
Martha’s Interests by Martha Chippendale
This is a small passage of an article I have been reading - and “yes! I do know that most of my
learned colleagues are miles ahead of me” I just wanted to share and show my continued interest in
our precious subject! Wood carving is one of the oldest arts of humankind. Wooden spears from the
Middle Paleolithic, such as the Clacton spear, reveals how humans have engaged in utilitarian
woodwork for millennia. Indeed, the beginnings of the craft go so far back that, at least where timber
is present, the use of wood exists as a universal in human culture as both a means to create or
enhance technology and as a medium for artistry. The North American Indian carves his wooden fish
hook or his pipe stem just as the Polynesian works patterns on his paddle. The native of Guyana
decorates his cassava grater with a well-conceived scheme of incised scrolls, while the native of
Loango Bay distorts his spoon with a design of figures standing up in full relief carrying a hammock.
Wood carving is also present in architecture.
Figure-work seems to have been universal. To carve a figure/design in wood may be not only more
difficult but also less satisfactory than sculpting with marble, owing to the tendency of wood to
crack, to be damaged by insects, or to suffer from changes in the atmosphere. The texture of the
material, too, often proves challenging to the expression of features, especially in the classic type of
youthful face. On the other hand, magnificent examples exist of the more rugged features of age:
the beetling brows, the furrows and lines neutralizing the defects of the grain of the wood. In ancient
work the surface may not have been of such consequence, for figures as a rule being painted for
protection and especially colour.
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Here are some other examples of different wood disciplines.
I have lately joined a group on internet called Amazing Woodworking, as it shows a lot of very
unusual work from around the world, so you can observe how other people develop their projects.
Some of them are incredible. Maybe some of our colleagues have a little piece of wood and could
turn into a lovely table?

Thank you Martha for showing us some of the amazing wooden items that are available out there!
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What to do with all these odd and ends? By Jess Jay
Well what a year. O.K. during the lighter and brighter months, when there was plenty to do in the
garden, but when the darker evening set in it was all a bit different. During the brighter warmer
months when I could go out in the garage nice and early, I set about making myself a ukulele to my
own design, with a bow back and a violin top. I had sorted out a lot of my odds and ends of timber,
but what to do with them. I couldn't build up any enthusiasm for carving (Just didn’t seem right
without the chatter and banter) so taking a couple of short lengths of the sorted timber (One a fine
grained 2inch piece of Canadian pine, and the other, a piece of 3 inch mahogany) which I then
shoved through the bandsaw at an angle to produce two long grained wedges for each piece. These
were book matched and glued together to give the width for the ukulele front and back.

Then came the task of carving the outside shapes for each piece, care had to be taken to ensure that
the curvatures were even on all sides, this was achieved mainly by eye, but also with the use of a
crude homemade height gauge.

Once the external shape had been defined, the interior had to be removed so that the overall thickness
was somewhere between 2.5mm and 3mm evenly all over. This was achieved by setting a ball
topped stud onto the table of my drill press, and then setting the drill depth of cut to 2.5mm above the
top of the fixed stud.
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I then placed the carved section onto the top of the stud and carefully drilled a pattern of holes over
the whole interior area of each piece. I also made a carving support for each piece by using
expanding foam in a box frame, and then pressing each section into the foam after covering them in
cling film. That was a messy procedure, but it worked. Then came the task of carving out the
interiors of each piece. On completion of this task came the bending of the sides. Sections of
mahogany were planed down to a thickness of 2.25mm on the planer and heat bent on my crude but
effective bending device. (A thick walled aluminium tube with a blowtorch providing the heat.)

Once bent the sides were joined together by gluing blocks either end, and then gluing kerfing around
the top and bottom of the sides ready to form the body by attaching the front and back of the ukulele.
Both front and back had to have internal stringing fitted and to do this each piece of stringing had to
be shaped to fit the curvature. To be able to glue these in position and retain the shapes of both front
and back without distortion I covered both in cling film and made concrete moulds for them to sit in
whilst cramping the stringing in place. Once these was carried out the front and back were glued into
position using a multitude of homemade cramps.

A dovetail joint was cut into the front joining block and the neck was inserted and glued into place
using a resin glue to take up any discrepancies in the joint and to hold the neck in the correct
alignment.
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After the fretboard was added, the bridge had to be shaped on the underside to match the curvature of
the top; once this was done it was glued into place. The tuners were inserted into the head of the
neck; it was then strung and tuned. Then came the moment of truth, would it sound OK? My fears
were allayed, it sounded great, and even better through the amplifier via the electrics I had fitted
during construction. Then the removal of all the furniture to carry out the final finish, once this was
completed, all fittings were replaced, restrung and now it’s in constant use.

Carving Update by George Palmer
In the last letter I showed you the lion that Eve White had asked if I could restore for her. It had been
made by Ray White to commemorate the street they lived in behind Portsmouth Cathedral. Initially
part of it was named golden lion lane and had the golden lion pub there. It was demolished and the
street widened and became an extension of Lombard Street in Victorian times. Here are the photos of
the work as it progressed, it has been reinstated yet because of the lockdown.

The lion showing cracks where the water had got in and had swelled the wood forcing the parts apart.
All I needed to do was gently prise them apart with a knife.
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Here he is after I had glued and screwed it together. I used cascamite glue because of it strength and
waterproofness and brass screws, so no chance of rust causing a problem although it is mahogany so
shouldn’t prove a problem. It was then filled using a two part white filler. The whole lion was then
base coated with white undercoat. I then used gold coloured bronzing powder mixed with outdoor
quick drying varnish. Three coats with the mix and then two coats of clear varnish afterwards. The
black paint was repainted using a good quality outdoor paint, again three coats

Here he is resplendent in his new livery
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You will be able to see the Lion in situ when it is placed back on its original mounting in Lombard
Street in old Portsmouth.
I have also taken time out to complete work on my Viking bezerker a larger copy of one of the Lewis
chessman. He is made of lime and polished with a dark oak polish.

The question now is “what

next” ???????

CARVINGS by John Vardon
In the last Newsletter I mentioned that I was progressing with a Gothic Tracery design. This is now
completed as shown below.

Gothic Tracery Panel
I also said I had started on a Pirate head. I have completed one but I was not happy with it. The face
was too flat, the eye not good and some of the hair not hanging correctly. I therefore decided to carve
another one. It’s still in progress. I’m not sure if it’s much better! Do I do a third one hoping I may
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get it right(er)!!! Any constructive comments would be welcome. I might do a carving of a waste bin
next for all my discards! Further progress on hold.

Pirate Head – Version 1 – showing
close-up of mouth and beard

Pirate Head – Version 1

Pirate Head – Version 2 – in progress

Two heads are (not) better than one

There’s more to life than Woodcarving – An Update (by John Vardon)
Following on from my previous article in the last Newsletter I thought I would give a short and last
update. (Thank goodness it’s only short you say!). I gave up counting leaves – couldn’t count them
quickly enough.
Back to birds. A blue tit or great tits are still normally the first to arrive. These are now closely
followed by the sparrows – normally two to four – and maybe a dunnock. We’ve hardly seen
Scruff or other coal tits all winter – maybe one a week at the most. The redwings arrived – up to
three - and stripped one of our holly bushes of berries. The proof is below, but it looks like a
headless bird!

No waxwings – not that I expected any. The buzzards appear to have gone away for the winter as
there is no screeching.
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The greater-spotted woodpecker has come back since the suet block was replenished. In fact we had
two woodpeckers on the feeder for a short time.
I forgot to say that we (Val and myself) contribute our sightings to the Garden Bird Count at the
British Trust for Ornithology www.bto.org .
I would say I’m back to woodcarving but I’ve had to take time out due to sciatica and find it very
painful to stand and move about.
We are very sorry to hear that John, and hope it gets better soon.
John Horn found this interesting carving in one of his carving books. It appears to have an America
style to it, yet another example of wood working styles.

Next issue 31st April 2021 (Please make sure that any submissions for the
next newsletter, are received by no later than the 30th April 2021)
Lin Palmer
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